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Aug 14, 2020  
Core Elements & Principles of GBVIE Programming

OBJECTIVES

● To understand what constitutes GBV and GBVIE, becoming familiar with forms, consequences and sequelae
● To articulate and describe elements of humanitarian interventions that help prevent and respond to GBV
● Strengthen humanitarian workers' resolve and commitment to integrate protection and GBV interventions within their cluster response

AGENDA

Goal-setting 10 min
Defining GBV, Power & Consent 30 min
Causes & Consequences 30 min
PSEA: The Single Drop Experience 15 min
Q&A 15 min
Synthesis & Next Steps 5 min

WORKSHOP CULTURE

● Respect ideas and beliefs.
● Sharing is a choice.
● Uphold confidentiality.
● Be Self-aware and practice self-care.
**EXERCISE 1 (page 1)**

Develop definitions of the following terms:

1. Gender (If your first name starts with A - F)
2. Power (If your first name starts with G - M)
3. Gender-Based Violence (If your first name starts with N - S)
4. Informed Consent (If your first name starts with T - Z)

Write ONE element or defining characteristic of the term assigned to you.

**EXERCISE 2 (page 2)**

Brainstorm as many examples of GBV as you can think of in this category:

- Physical (A - F)
- Sexual (G - M)
- Emotional/Psychological (N - S)
- Socio-Economic (T - Z)

Write ONE element or defining characteristic of the term assigned to you.

**EXERCISE 3 (page 3)**

In triads, brainstorm the consequences for survivors of the violence we just discussed. Write ONE on the jamboard.

- Physical
- Emotional/psychological/mental health
- Sexual/Reproductive
- Social-economic

**EXERCISE 4 (page 4)**

In triads, brainstorm the root causes that drive GBV. Write ONE on the jamboard.
EVALUATION

Kindly provide feedback on this workshop using this workshop evaluation form.

Remember to identify the correct module and date for this workshop.

MARAMING SALAMAT!